WHEN IT COMES TO MAKING SENSE OF YIELD DATA,

EASY DOES IT.

Instead of time consuming re-calibrations, YieldSense™ delivers simplicity. Instead of isolated information, it
brings you instant connectivity and sharing. Instead of raw data, it shows you how what you planted compares
to yield. Instead of only whole-field results, you can see zone-by-zone yield. Unlike any other yield monitor,
YieldSense helps you make sense of your yield data. And that helps you make better decisions for your operation.

YIELDSENSE DOES IT – EASILY!
™

Easy to use

Easy to view and share – from anywhere

YieldSense sets up quickly and intuitively. On your Apple iPad®
tablet, it makes it easy to maneuver among various screens. And
it requires no time-consuming re-calibrations. You’ll work faster,
simpler, with more confidence.

Stop wasting time – and risking confusion – with USBs and
downloads and uploads and emails and all that. With YieldSense,
you can see yield data, as it happens, from anywhere. Share it
across multiple combines. Watch it from the truck. See it in your
office. Send it to advisors you trust. Right now, or anytime.

Easy to compare – and decide

Easy to zero in

Raw yield data doesn’t help you make decisions. YieldSense does.
It can show you side-by-side maps – yield and as-planted – as
you move across the field. You can make meaningful comparisons
across yield zones, hybrids, fertilizer levels and more. That allows
you to make better decisions for the future.

You can get average bu/a for the whole field from just about any
yield monitor. But only YieldSense will tell you yield by hybrid.
So you can confidently plan changes based on soil type or
other variables.

You will fully appreciate the difference YieldSense makes – in ease of use, connectivity and detail –
when you see it in action. Visit your local Precision Planting dealer. You’ll see.
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